VACANCY SERVICE ENGINEER, GERMANY
THE POSITION
In the context of recruitment, we are looking for a service technician who is responsible for the
commissioning, maintenance, trouble-shooting and repairs of our Boix packaging machines in the German
speaking countries. He/she should life in Germany or near the German border.
ABOUT BOIX EUROPE
Boix Europe is based in Eerbeek and is specialized as an exclusive dealer in the sale, rental, service and
maintenance of box erecting machines throughout Europe. As market leader, our client is a major player in
high-quality box set-up machines for forming and bonding both solid and corrugated cardboard packaging.
In 22 countries, the machines find their way to various branches of fruit and vegetables to industrial
applications in food and non-food. In addition to the Netherlands, our client also has offices in Germany
and Russia. The high quality standard and the excellent service level are highly appreciated by the
customers. This has proved to be a clear differentiator in the market.
The machines are produced in the ultra-modern factory in Spain, which has a history of more than 40 years
in providing machine solutions to thousands of satisfied customers in more than 70 countries.
Due to continuous growth our client is looking for a driven and flexible employee internal sales with growth
potential. You work from Eerbeek and support the commercial and technical team in the Netherlands,
Germany and Russia. In short, an international and challenging job where you provide a lot of added value.
Your tasks:
• You are responsible for commissioning packaging machines for customers from various industries;
• They maintain and repair machines with the various customers and ensure that the customer's
production processes are secured;
• You are responsible for technical advice and customer care.
Your profile:
• You have completed training as an industrial mechanic, mechatronics engineer or other technical
education
• You have experience in the automation of processes and master the basics of machine settings.
• You can communicate in German and English;
• You have a confident appearance and a customer-oriented way of working;
• You love and bring a willingness to travel.
WHAT DO WE OFFER YOU
You will work in a high-tech company with a challenging international position. Boix Europe is financially
healthy, thinks forward-looking and has good secondary conditions. A suitable fixed salary is offered and a
pleasant support from a strong team!

Apply
• Boix Europe offers professionals a challenging and varied job with short communication lines and a
pleasant, informal working atmosphere. If you feel addressed, please send your response with
resume to sales@boixeurope.com

(Acquisition as a result of this vacancy is not appreciated).

